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Inspection on January 4 - 6, 1984

Areas Inspected

This routine, unannounced inspection involved 28 inspector-hours on site in the,

areas of licensee action on previous enforcement matters, inspector followup
'

items and status of various areas of licensee preparation for the steam generatora

replacement outage.

Results

Of the areas inspected, no violations or deviations were fuentif4d.
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Enployees

*G. Beatty, Manager H. B. Robinson Nuclear Project Cepartment
*S. Crocker, Manager, Environmental and Fadiation Control
*R. Wallace, Director, Onsite Nuclear Safety
*H. J. Young, Director, QA/QC
*C. A. Bethea, Director, Training
*B. Meyer, Padiation Control Supervisor
*F. Gilman, Project Specialist, Regulatory Corpliance
*C. L. Wright, Senior Specialist, Regulatory Compliance,

*B. H. Snipes, Senior Specialist, Training
B. Ritchie, Radiction Control Foreman
D. Boan, Radiation Control Foreman
S. Zimmerman, Director, Planning and Scheduling
D. Miller, Construction Engineer

Other licensee employees contacted included one technician and two office
personnel.

NRC Resident Inspector

*S. Weise, Senior Resident Inspector

* Attended exit interview

2. Exit Interview

| The inspection scope and findings were sunnarized on January 6,1984, with
.

those persons indicated in paragraph I above.
|
i 3. Licensee Action on Previous Enforcement Matters
|

| (Closed) Violation (82-40-01) This violation concerned a waste shipment of
! several drums of inadequately solidified waste. The waste facility

| receiving the shipment was not licensed to receive liquid waste. The
! inspector reviewed revised procedures and discussed corrective actions with
| a licensee representative. The drums containing the liquid were repackaged
| in overpacks and layered on all sides with an absorbent material. The druns

were then shipped to a waste facility whose license did not prohibit receipt
of the material. Licensee corrective actions appear to be adequate to
prevent further violations of this type. The inspector had no further
questions.
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(Closed) Violation (83-08-01) This violation concerned a drum of compacted
| waste containing water which was shipped to a waste facility not licensed to
j receive the liquid waste. The inspector reviewed applicable revised proce-

~ dures and discussed the additional controls for compacting waste with a
" licensee representative. Licensee corrective actions appear to be adequate

- to prevent further violations of this type. The inspector had no further
questions.

;

! (Closed) Violation (83-08-02) This violation concerned an inadequate waste
compacting procedure. The waste cenpacting procedure now contains instruc-,

tions to ensure that materials which cannot be accepted by the waste
facility are not put in the compactible waste drums. The inspector had no
further questions.

(Closed) Deviation (83-08-03) This deviation concerned the use of a radia-
tion control technician who had not been trained in radioactive waste
drumming procedures. The Radiatieri Control Foreman responsible for radwaste
shipment now keeps a wall chart documenting which of his personnel have been

i trained for the various operations. Personnel are assigned to radwaste jcbs
| based on the stetus of their training. The inspector discussed the scope of
! the training with the Radiation Control Foreman who gives the training. The

inspector had no further questions.

.4. Unresolved Items
4

Unresolved items were not identified during this inspection.
|

| 5. Inspector Followup Items

(Closed)IFI(81-07-38) This item concerned an incomplete safety evaluation,
as required by I.E. Bulletin 80-10, for the continued operation of
internally contaminated auxiliary boilers. The inspector reviewed the
completed safety evaluation. The safety evaluation adequately addressed

j previous inspector concerns. The inspector had no further questions.

! (Closed) IFI (81-07-40) This item concerned the need for a program to
estimate transuranic content in spent resin and evaporator bottoms waste

j shipments. The licensee currently has a program which will identify and
i quantify transuranic content in waste shipments. The inspector had no
| further questions.

6. Steam Generator Outage Scheduling and Planning

The licensee currently estimates that the steam generator (SG) outage will
begin around July 29, 1984 The start of the outage may be shifted
depending on re:ults of SG surveillance testing to be perforFed during the
noyt refueling outage scheduled for fiarch 9,1984.,

Radiation Control personnel are working closely with the outage planning
!- organization. The results of this cooperation ar.d nanagement backing is

that the first seven days of the outage will be used for decontamination of
,

.
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the _ containment vessel (CV) with minimal interfering parallel work. This
. effort should be beneficial to the ALARA and waste reduction programs.

7. Radiation Control Staffing

The Radiation Control Supervisor responsible for SG outage coordination and
planning has been onsite since August 1983. The onsite Radiation Control
unit planning and preparation efforts appear to have been adequately
prioritized inorder to. meet health physics support requirements for the
outage.

Currently there is one technical specialist, one Radiation Control Foremen
and seven Radiation Control technicians assigned to the SG outage Radiation
Control Supervisor. Final Radiation Control staffing for the SG outage will
include three Radiation Control Foremen and about 70 contact personnel. CP&L
senior Radiation Control technicians will be used as needed during the outage.
The inspector expressed his concern that the three plant Radiation Control
Foremen would be spread thin in supervising this number of contractor personnel
to ensure that licensee objectives are met. Licensee management acknowledged

-the inspector's concerns _and stated that the matter would be reviewed.

8. Radiation Control Facilities

The licensee has scheduled completion of the following facilities so that
they will be ready for use durir.g the upcoming refueling outage. This will
provide a test of these facilities prior to the SG outage. The follow list
is a . completion schedule or status .for Radiation Control Facilities:

a. Bulk Warehouse - This facility is essentially complete and is in use
noW.

b. Channel Head Training building - This facility is complete except for
installation of a roll up door. The channel head mock-up is in the
building ready for use.

i c. Contamination Check point - This facility is scheduled for completion
by 1-23-84.

( d. Contaminated Materials Storage Area - Scheduled completion date
p 1-30-84.

e. Dress out facility - Scheduled completion date 1-30-84.

i f. Electrical Maintenance, Lab, Tent, Weld test, and Paint Shops complete
,

and in use.
I
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g. Laydown Area for Trailers - This area is con.plete and in use. Curing
the SG outage, trailers will be loaded for storage with contaminated
materials. The loading will be done in the radiation control area.
The trailers will then be locked and moved to the laydown area. The,

laydown area is outside the protected area but it is surrounded by a
fence that will be locked,

h. SG Tomb - Scheduled completion date 1-30-84.

i. X-ray Building - This building has been cancelled. X-ray work will be
performed in the SG Tomb.

j. Shredder / Compactor Building - Scheduled completion date 2-23-83.
Shredder / Compactor equipment should be on site by 3-15-84.

k. Environmental and Radiation Control Building (E8RC) - The laboratories
are scheduled for ccmpletion by 3-19-84 The upstairs office area will
be useable before the SG outage begins.

1. E0F/TSC - Scheduled completion date 1-31-84.

m. Double wide trailers outside the protected area are in use now for GET
training.

The inspector expressed concern that certain of the above facilities could
require HEPA filtered ventilation exhaust. Licensee managen.ent stated that
the inspector's concerns would be evaluated.

Additional Radiation Control facilities cutside the protected area will
contain two whole body counters and three respirator fit booths. These
facilities will be nanned by trained Radiation Centrol personnel.

9. Radiation Control Equirnent and Supplies

The inspector discussed the status of radiation protection equipment and
supplies. The licensee purchased nine continuous air monitors (CAM's) in
1983. They have experienced problems keeping this equipment operational.
During a tour of the auxiliary tuilding, the inspector noted only one out of
five CAM's operational . The other four CAM's were tagged as requiring
maintenance. These CAM's will be used during the SG cutage. The licensee
has assigned a technician and a specialist to determine what can be done to
correct the CAM problems.

The inspector noted that the licensee has received 20 new friskers and
pitced thrm in storage. The inspector stated that due to potential problems
with new equipment, for instance the opcrab#1ity problems of the CAM's, the
frisk, rs and other equipment should be tested to ensure operability as soon
as pra tical.
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The inspector reviewed a schedule listing radiation control supplies and
equipment which had been ordered. The expected receipt dates for these
supplies and equipment are adequate to support the SG outage.

10. Primary Surface Decontamination
.

The licensee has decided to use a vendor to decontaminate the SG channel
head. The decontamination method will be grit. blasting. This method has
been used successfully at other facilities. Use of this method to decon-

' taminate the SG channel is not' expected to create airborne radioactivity
areas.

. 11. Temporary Shielding

The licensee has surveyed the CV and identified areas which will require
temporary shielding. Engineering personnel are studying the identified
piping and determining hcw much veight the piping can take. Scme of the
shielding such as the SG bowl panels will be custom made by personnel in the
tent shop. The amount of lead needed for the outage will be determined when
engin?ering completes the shielding study, which is expected to be complete
by 3-1-84. The goal for the use of lead shielding is to reduce SG platform
dose rates to 10 mr/hr. In order to accomplish this goal, lead shielding up
to 3 inches thick will be used on the SG platforms.

The inspector noted that, although there are extra lead blankets on site
from other outages, no order had been placed for additional blankets.
Licensee management acknowledged this concern and agreed to review this
area.

'

12. Training
t

The plant training section is responsible for GET training. Two GET classes
per day with up to 40 people per class is the maximum that the training,

section will support. The GET training will be augmented by approximately 8'

hours of additional training produced by the Radiation Control Section,
Security and Quality Assurance. Additional special training fcr i6entified
high exposure jobs fs being prepared by the construction department. All
lesson plans developed for use at the plant will be reviewed by ALARA and

' Radiation Control groups.

13. Access Control

The inspector toured the dress out and CV access areas. Controls for
,

personnel entering the CV appear to be satisfactory to ensure adequate control'

and cognizance of work to be performed by personnel entering the CV. Access
|- to the SG area will be controlled by locking the SG cubicles and SG manways

when not in use.
I
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14. Connunications

To ensure adequate corrunications between Radiation Control personnel in the
.CV and at the check point outside the CV, the licensee has 5-two.way portabler

: radio sets and one base unit. The portable units consist of a headset using
one earphcne and a throat microphone.

15. Engineering Controls
,

The licensee plans to use portable HEPA filter systems to ventilate tent '

containments during SG removal inorder to control airborne radioactive
materials. The HEPA filters will exhaust to the CV purge. There will be 3
tent containments used for SG removal. The tents will be made onsite by the
tent shop.

In the trash sorting area, a table providing a vacuum and exhausting through
HEPA filters will be used to control potential airborne material.

16. Surveillance of Radiation Control Activities

The onsite Corporate Nuclear Safety group will provide some quality surveil-
-lance of radiation control activities. This group has an individual-with
expertise in health physics and will be able to provide surveillance of
varicus Radiation Control activities during the SG outage.'

:
'

17. Conclusions

; The inspector observed that planning for facilities, equipment, supplies and
training was very good. The licensee is meeting commitnents as stated in
their Steam Generator Repair report and other correspondence with the URC.'

The upcoming refueling outage should prove to be a good test of the
Radiation Control facilities. The Region II staff will continue to obsers

i licensee progress in neeting their schedule requirements and commitments.
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